
Introduction

This is the Core set of rules, which can be supplemented by using 

Advanced optional rules, some of which are included in this booklet (the 

rest will be published separately - Advanced Upgrade). For a simpler and 

less strategical gameplay, there are the alternative rules - Simplified 

(separate booklet).

The scale of tanks and the terrain is 1:300 (‘6mm’). Firing distance is not 

proportional to the visual scale, because otherwise the terrain size and 

playing time would be impractical. Maximum speeds, effective armor 

thicknesses, penetration values and other factors are approximations (not 

strict data), which give a realistic effect (or ‘feel’) while keeping the 

gameplay easy and enjoyable. This way, the "MCMD" principle is fully 

respected (minimum complexity, maximum diversity). Optional rules give 

more details and additional factors which increase realism of the 

simulation, but inevitably increase complexity as well (although, as little 

as possible). Optional rules can be applied in any combination, according 

to players' level of historical knowledge, time at their disposal, etc.

Text Categorizing

Paragraphs and pictures marked with colored shadow are:

Green = text and pictures that describe and illustrate examples.

Purple = text that describes optional rules.

Yellow = text that gives suggestions, explanations or commentary.

This means that only unmarked text and illustrations are necessary to 

play the game, while the rest is auxiliar or optional. Blue text is important.

‘Core’ Elements

- Playing board (3D terrain with accessories)

- Vehicles (miniatures or pieces)

- Dice: one blue, 8 colored ring, 4 black stripe, 4 white and 3 light blue

Note that some dice are used only if optional rules are applied.

- Rulers (four different lengths)

-  (black, yellow and vertical)Damage/destruction markers

- Cube ‘timers’

-  ‘Core’ vehicle charts (‘Generic classes’ or ‘Types’)

-  (with scenarios)Brochure

General Rules

This is a game for two players. It is played on a board covered with squares. 

The players use pieces that represent individual vehicles (tanks).

Pieces are positioned on the center of squares, orthogonally or 

diagonally (45°). One square can contain only one piece.

Each vehicle has its characteristics, shown in the Core vehicle charts.

‘Generic classes’ chart represents vehicles by categories, which means 

that tanks from a single class (for example, Heavy Tank) have the same 

characteristics on both sides (for symmetrical gameplay). The other, 

‘Types’ chart represents particular vehicles.

For simplicity, the short names (not always official) and sometimes even 

nicknames are used for the vehicles in the ‘Types’ chart.

The goal of the game is determined by a scenario. The Basic scenario is 

included in this booklet (page 7).

The game can be played without a scenario - with the goal to destroy all 

enemy vehicles. Initial positions of pieces can be on the opposite sides of 

the board (for example, up to five squares from the edges).

Vehicle Choice

Each vehicle type (or generic class) has its value ( worth ), which is shown ‘ ’

in the first column in the vehicle charts. Both players should chose pieces 

with , or according to a scenario.equal total worth

Depending on the desired game duration, the recommended total worth 

per player is between 70 and 250 points.

Example 1: The maximum total worth per player is 160 points. It is played 

with ‘Types’ vehicle chart.

Player 1 chose the following:

10×              Sherman (9pt) + 2×              Jumbo (11pt) + 3×              Hellcat 

(10pt) + 3×            M5 Stuart (6pt). Total = 160 pt (18 vehicles).

Player 2 chose:

3×               Tiger (15pt) + 2×                Tiger II (32pt) + 2×              Pz IV G 

(9pt) + 3×                 Nashorn (10pt). Total = 157 pt (10 vehicles).

Round Sequence

One round is complete when each player plays their turn once. Turns are 

played alternately. A turn consists of two phases: Movement phase and 

Action phase.

Movement Phase

A certain number of pieces can be moved, according to the total number 

of active (undestroyed) vehicles. This is the  number of vehicles maximum

that can be moved in a single turn:

Active vehicles:

Max. number of

vehicles to move:

2 - 5

2

6 - 10

3

11 - 15

4

16 - 20

5

21 +

6

This restriction represents limits in coordination between vehicles.

Opt. 1 - Command tank: Each player should decide one tank to be the 

commander of the unit. As long as the command tank is alive, the 

maximum number of pieces to move is increased by 1.

In addition to the number of moved pieces, which can be moved for their 

maximum speeds,  (the all other pieces can be moved for one step only

term step  is explained on the next page).‘ ’

Action Phase

After completing the Movement phase (moving all the pieces that can be 

moved), the Action phase is performed. An action can be shooting at an 

enemy vehicle, or any other action (for example, repairing).

Each tank can shoot in every round (if it has a target in range and sight).

Before starting the Action phase, the player must determine which 

weapon fires at which target (the target cannot be changed based on the 

results of shots fired previously in that round).



Movement

Each vehicle has its maximum forward and reverse speed (see in the 

vehicle charts). In one round, a vehicle can only move forward or 

backward, not in a combination.

Opt. 2 - Speed modifier: Each time a piece is about to be moved, a 

blue die should be rolled. The die modifies the vehicle's speed in 

that round ( blank  = no change, +1  or -1 ).‘ ’ ‘ ’ ‘ ’

The speed is the  a piece can take in one round. maximum number of steps

Any vehicle can always move at least one step, even if its speed is reduced 

to zero by speed modifiers (unless it is immobilized, see page 4).

Depending on whether the vehicle is propelled by tracks or wheels (see 

‘drive type’ in the vehicle charts, ‘T’ = tracks, ‘W’ = wheels) different kinds 

of steps can be made.

Tracked Vehicles

Tracked vehicles can make the following steps:

 - a straight motion to the square in front or behind

 - a rotation in place for 45°

In one round, a vehicle can move in a combination of straight forward 

motions and left/right rotations (forward gears), or backward motions 

and rotations (reverse gear).

If a vehicle only rotates in place, it can make the number of steps 

according to the forward speed.

Example 2:

Wheeled Vehicles

Wheeled vehicles can't rotate in place, and their movement differs 

whether they move forwards or backwards.

In forward movement, a step can be:

 - moving straight to the square in front

 - turning left/right (45°) to the square sideways in front

(Each time after turning, the rear end of the vehicle must be 

directed towards the previous square)

Example 3:

If reversing, a step can be:

 - moving to the square behind (straight)

 - moving to the square behind and turning (for 45°)

Example 4:

Half-tracks move the same way as wheeled vehicles.

Direct Fire

In order to shoot in direct fire, the target must be in the shooter's line of 

sight. This can be determined with a ruler.

For cramped space between buildings, use shorter rulers.

Example 5:

Line of sight: 

All vehicles can fire directly in each round, regardless whether they have 

moved in that round or not.

Each weapon has its maximum firing distance (range) for direct fire (see 

Range in the vehicle charts). Distance (1 to 8) is defined by Core rulers.

A target cannot be shot at if it's located on an adjacent square, with the 

exception of some vehicles - with symbol        in the Close up?  column in ‘ ’

the vehicle charts.

Firing procedure is the following:

 1 - determine line of sight, range and shooting direction;

 2 - roll a pair of Accuracy  dice to see whether it's a hit or miss;‘ ’

 3 - roll a Hit area  die, to see where the target is hit;‘ ’

 4 - determine armor value of the part of the target that is hit;

 5 - roll a Penetration  die, to see if the target is destroyed,‘ ’

      damaged or unaffected.

Shooting Direction (Arc of Fire)

Some vehicles have their weapons mounted in the hull, and other have 

rotating turrets.

Like the vehicle itself, the turret can be positioned orthogonally or 

diagonally (in relation to squares on the board). If a vehicle turns, its turret 

turns with it (remains in the same position related to the hull).

In a single round (during Movement phase), a turret can be rotated two 

times for 45° in any direction.

Some small tank miniatures have their hull and turret made of a single 

part. For that reason, it is considered that they can rotate their turrets for 

180° in a round, and thus shoot in any direction.

A weapon can shoot in an arc of + / - 45° ( ). excluding the line at exact 45°

See the schemes:

For exact and defined gameplay, vehicles' hulls and turrets must be 

‘ ’locked  in one of the eight directions (four orthogonal and four 

diagonal). Because of this, a gun in a turret is considered as if it has an arc 

of fire, in order to cover all angles.



Opt. 3 - Turret line of fire: Instead of applying + / - 45° arc, turrets can be 

positioned at any angle. When firing, the gun should be pointed directly at 

the target.

In this case, a turret can be rotated maximum for  left or right.120°

Pieces Without Rotating Turrets

If played with generic  tank pieces which don't have rotating turrets, the ‘ ’

following approximation is applied:

Turreted tanks can shoot in an arc of + / - 90° (  the exact 90°).including

If the tank doesn't move, in that round it can shoot in any direction (360°).

Weapon Accuracy

There are four pairs of Accuracy  dice, distinguished by colored rings:‘ ’

I - green
(poor)

II - blue
(normal)

III - purple
(good)

IV - red
(excellent)

Each weapon has a certain accuracy (see in the vehicle charts). When 

firing, the appropriate pair of dice is rolled. To hit the target, the sum of 

rolled numbers must be  to the target.equal or greater than the distance

The distance is determined by a ruler - from 1 to 8. The beginning of the 

ruler is held above the center of the shooter's square, and the other end is 

directed towards the target. The distance is the number of the ruler 

section which is above the target's closest point (relative to the shooter).

In some situations, determining the line of sight or distance may be 

disputable. In such cases, players should fairly agree on the results of 

measuring.

Example 6:

In this case, the distance to the nearest point of the target is 3. In order to 

hit, the pair of Accuracy  dice should roll a sum of 3 or higher.‘ ’

A reference chart 

showing chance of 

hitting for weapons 

of different 

accuracy:

Distance

Hit

chance

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

89% 83% 69% 53% 33% 22% 8% 3%

94% 86% 75% 61% 44% 28% 17% 8%

97% 92% 83% 72% 58% 42% 28% 17%

100% 94% 92% 83% 69% 53% 36% 25%

If the target is in the line of sight but more than half of its silhouette is 

sheltered, the minimum sum required is increased by 1.

If the target is semi-sheltered, and the sum rolled on Accuracy  dice is ‘ ’

equal to distance only, then the object in front of the target is hit instead. 

If it's a part of terrain (a building) or a destroyed vehicle, that's a miss. If it's 

an active vehicle (ally or enemy), than it is considered as the target for 

further determining of the firing outcome.

This way, it's possible to destroy an allied vehicle by accident.

Hit Area

If the target is hit, a white Hit area  (black-striped) die is rolled, to ‘ ’

determine what part of the target is hit.

If  shows up on the black stripe, it is a  (hull or turret).no text hit in the body

If  shows up, it is a  (or wheels).‘TRACK’ hit in the tracks

Some of the secondary symbols on ‘Hit area’ dice (   ,   ,    ) are not 

explained in this rulebook. They are used in the Advanced Upgrade.

If the target is a stationary weapon, it doesn't matter what shows up on 

the black stripe - it is always a hit in the body.

Opt. 4 - Targeted Area

Instead of rolling the basic - white Hit area  die, a player can choose to ‘ ’

roll one of the following dice, and thus increase the chance of hitting a 

certain area:

- Orange die - aiming at tracks/wheels.

- Green die - avoid hitting the tracks/wheels (aiming higher).

Aiming at precise area is possible only at close range. The maximum range 

at which players can roll other than the white Hit area  die depends on ‘ ’

the weapon accuracy:

I = range 1,  = range 2,  = range 3 and  = range 4 (at a distance of 5 or II III IV

higher, no weapon can use green or orange Hit area  die).‘ ’

Opt. 5 - Firing on the Move

If the shooting vehicle has moved in the same round, when rolling a Hit ‘

area  die, the following symbols should be observed:’

If a red ecks (        ) shows up, it is a miss (due to shaking).

If a turretless vehicle rotated/turned in the same round, a white ecks         

(        ) means a miss as well (due to lower aiming time).

If a vehicle has moved, a Hit area  die can be rolled first, and if it results in ‘ ’

a miss, there is no need to roll Accuracy  dice.‘ ’

Armor Protection

Armor Zones

All units (vehicles or stationary weapons) have armor value, which is not 

the same on all sides (front, side or rear - see in the vehicle charts).

The armor value represents effective thickness - the slope angle is taken 

into account.

If the target is hit in the body (hull or turret), it is determined which side of 

the armor is hit (depending on the shooter's location relative to the 

target). See the armor zones:

front

side

rear

Shots fired exactly 45° from the target's longitudinal axis, count as hits to 

the side armor.



Opt. 6 - Angled Position

The armor is more effective if the target is angled relative to the shooter.

The angled  (intermediate) armor zone can be determined by repeating ‘ ’

the sequence of squares, starting from the target: diagonal, straight, ...  ‘ ’

(if the target is positioned orthogonally, the sequence is included, 

otherwise it is not). See the schemes:

flat
front‘angled’

flat
side

If the target is angled, when rolling a Hit area  die, pay attention to this ‘ ’

symbol:             . If it shows up, it means the side armor is hit. Otherwise, 

the front/rear armor is hit.

If angled, the hit armor value increases for ~33%:

1 → 1｜2 → 3｜3 → 4｜4 → 5｜5 → 7｜6 → 8｜7 → 9｜8 → 1 1｜9 → 1 2 

10→13｜11→15｜12→16｜13→17｜14→19｜15→20｜16→21 

17→23｜18→24｜19→25｜20→27｜21→28｜22→29｜23→31  

24→32｜25→33｜26→35｜27→36｜28→37｜29→39｜30→40｜...

Regardless of the direction of the shot, the top  and tracks  armor value ‘ ’ ‘ ’

is always the same (only howitzers can hit the top armor, see Parabolic Fire 

on page 5).

Penetration

When defined which part and side of the target is hit, it is determined 

whether the armor is penetrated or not.

Each weapon has a certain basic penetration value. Next to that 

number in the chart, a Roman number shows which one of four 

white dice should be rolled (distinguished by numbers I to IV).

The secondary symbols on ‘Penetration’ dice (       ,       ,       ,       ,       ) will 

be explained in the Advanced Upgrade.

If the final penetration value (modified by a die, and distance - see below) 

is , the target is penetrated.equal or greater than the hit armor value

Weakening at  Distance

There are two kinds of weapons: guns (including machine guns) and 

howitzers. Guns mostly use Armor-Piercing (AP) shells, while howitzers 

use High-Explosive (HE) shells (see in the vehicle charts).

For simplicity, weapons always use their primary ammunition (guns - AP, 

howitzers - HE). For more variety, Advanced Upgrade will cover rules for 

alternating ammunition.

If AP shell is fired, its penetration value drops with distance: -1 for each 

distance section, starting from 2 (it's indicated on the rulers).

HE shells don't lose any penetration power at distance.

Example 7: Hellcat fires at Tiger and hits it in the body (front armor = 10). 

The basic penetration value is 12, which is reduced to 10 by the 

‘Penetration’ die (-2). Since it's an AP shell fired from the distance of 2, 

the value drops by one, to 9. The hit armor is not penetrated.

Firing Outcome

If a target is missed, or hit but not penetrated, there are no resulting 

consequences. If the hit armor is penetrated, the consequences can be 

the following:

Destroyed

If the body is hit and penetration value is , the greater than armor value

target is destroyed. A black marker is placed underneath the vehicle.

Example 8: Sherman fires at a distance of five. 

Penetration: 9 (basic value) +0 (die) -4 (distance) = 5. 

This is more than enough to penetrate the Nashorn's 

front armor (2). The target is destroyed.

If played with generic  tank pieces which have flat sides, instead of using ‘ ’

black markers, the destroyed vehicles can simply be flipped to side.

Wrecks of destroyed vehicles remain on the board.

Crew Injured

If the target's body is barely penetrated (penetration value is equal to 

armor value), the vehicle crew is injured. The vehicle is labeled by a 

vertical marker with this symbol:          .‘ ’

When modified by die and distance, penetration value can drop to zero (or 

negative number). In this case, if the target armor value is also 0, the 

result is injured crew.

A vehicle with crew injured has the following restrictions:

 - if it moves, it cannot fire in the same round

 - when firing, if ‘       ’ shows up on a ‘Hit area’ die, it's a miss

Example 9: Panther fires at Jumbo from immediate 

proximity (distance: 1). Penetration: 14 (basic value)    

+0 (die) -0 (distance) = 14. The shell barely penetrates 

the frontal armor (14). The Jumbo's crew is injured.

If a vehicle with crew injured is hit and barely penetrated for the second 

time, it is automatically destroyed (the vertical marker is replaced with a 

black one).

Immobilized

If the tracks (or wheels) are hit and penetrated, the target vehicle is 

immobilized. A yellow marker is placed underneath the vehicle.

Immobilized vehicles cannot move (but can rotate turrets). A vehicle 

cannot be destroyed by receiving multiple hits in the tracks/wheels.

Example 10: Pz IV G fires at Churchill VII. The Hit ‘

area  die results in a hit to the tracks. The penetration ’

value (11+2-3=10) is higher than the tracks' armor 

value (4). The target is immobilized.

Opt. 7 - Semi-Immobilized

Tanks have two sets of tracks and wheeled vehicles have multiple wheels. 

Only after receiving two penetrating hits in the tracks/wheels, a vehicle 

becomes immobilized (yellow marker).

Before that (after the first hit), a  with symbol        is vertical marker ‘ ’

placed. The consequences are the following:

Tracked vehicles can  (can't move forward or only rotate in place

backward). Also, .the speed is reduced to half the steps (rounded up)

Wheeled vehicles move in an unchanged way, only at  (by reduced speed

half, rounded up).


